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“South Asian Diasporic Experiences in Global Arts & Performance.”

My coursework in Modern Studies began with the earnest intention to study the music, theater, poetry and dance of diasporic South Asian Americans. I wanted to academically study Desi\(^1\) artists and their crafts because I sincerely believed that by engaging academically with them, I would be preparing myself to one day join their leagues as a Desi artist myself. So, my program to the department was a proposal that pivoted my own reflections, doubts, and confusions about Desis: the artistic traditions of South Asian Americans, the challenges that Desis have overcome being racialized “others” in the U.S. and how the South Asian American canon has challenged and complicated understandings of race and ethnicity in America. Through my academic study, I wanted to come to know myself.

Learning about the diaspora necessitated that I first learn about the homeland of South Asia. I grappled with the competing histories within South Asia, the differing flavors of nationalism in Pakistan from the patriotism in India which contradicted once again from the public imagination of Bangladesh, all three countries which faced the legacies of British colonialism and violence. I mapped the parallels between historical accounts and stories and observed how the “true” tales of empires often mirrored the rise and fall of great South Asian performative traditions. As the only officially enrolled student in MUSIC 30: “Music, Dance, and Theatre of South Asia,” I dived deeper into the variations that existed among performative traditions across the South Asian region. My field of research began to narrow as I took Urdu/Hindi language courses and focused more on the artistic traditions found in the Urdu-speaking parts of Pakistan and the Hindi-speaking parts of India.

As I furthered my knowledge of South Asian history and artistic legacies, I attempted to shift my gaze to American Desis and I found that I had to pause. The presence of South Asian people in America is a conversation that exists in relation to and contextualized by the histories of various communities of color in the U.S. specifically that of Black and African American individuals. Desi and Black interactions have come to be an organic part of American history. These interactions have manifested in numerous ways: Desis have been politically active alongside Black Americans, Desis have studied the mechanisms of protest by African American individuals and used these tactics as a blueprint for civic engagement themselves, and there has been an exchange of South Asian and African American musical production over the decades. While these interactions have certainly had moments of positive collaboration, they have also been underscored by the particular racialization of South Asians in close proximity to whiteness and thus white privilege, one example being the pervasive myth of the “model minority.” Furthermore, South Asians have also engaged in anti-Black racism, appropriation of African American artistic traditions, and have racially distanced ourselves from African American individuals to gain leverage in white spaces of power.

The fractured relationships of Desis to our homelands and our politically nuanced relationships with Black Americans have situated Desi claims to power in America. Desi art can engage in systems of oppression and racism when produced without calibrating for the privileges that accompany an articulation of Desiness in adjacency to whiteness. While I have still not found my artist self fully, my coursework has launched me into rigorous academic discussions that have provided me a stronger theoretical, historical, and artistic framework to produce art that is cognizant of the potential for power, privilege, and protest by the Desi American.

\(^1\) Desi means “of the country” and is a Hindi/Urdu term. It is used to denote a diasporic South Asian person or an item that traces its history to South Asia.
COURSE WORK AND DESCRIPTIONS

FRSEMR 37y Muslim Voices, Contemporary Literature
- Read a wide range of Muslim literature from various geographic regions and tried to understand the cultural and political influences that came together in the novels and short stories we read.

AAAS 137 Literature, Oratory, and Pop Music, Politics of Liberation
- Focusing on Black performance, we read novels and plays, listened to music, and engaged with speeches by Black artists and political leaders. The main objective was to understand how the arts were used as a tool to fight for and understand Black liberation.

GOV 40 International Conflict and Cooperation
- This course aimed to understand what political influences impact the decisions taken by a government and political institutions in global governance.

ENG CKR Introduction to Playwriting: Workshop
- Students in this course read plays that varied stylistically and in terms of content to better aid them in their personal journeys to write an original play by the end of the semester.

TDM 105 Introduction to Dramaturgy
- This course focused on adaptation and we traced how theatrical works undergo changes both over time and geography. We engaged in detail with productions at the American Repertory Theater (A.R.T.).

TDM 191 Devising Physical Theater and Image Performance
- Taught by the Visiting Director for the Theater, Dance & Media Department, Daniel Kramer. This course demonstrated how physicality on stage aids in the narration of a story and students performed an original piece at the end of the semester inspired by an opera they were assigned.

HIND-URD 102b Intermediate Hindi-Urdu
- Hindi-Urdu language course meant for students who already have a basic understanding of the languages.

HIST-LIT 97 History & Literature Sophomore Tutorial: Utopias and Dystopias in U.S. and the World
- This course engaged with films, novels, and personal accounts to understand how utopias and dystopias are presented and the shortcomings of these visions.

REL 1816 Ismaili History and Thought
- Students surveyed the major philosophical and theological developments in the Ismaili faith.
TDM 97 Theater, Dance & Media Sophomore Tutorial: Drama, Theater, Theory
- This course intended to give sophomores in the Theater, Dance & Media Department an introduction to academic discourse as it relates to the performance art and technology.

GOV 1510 American Constitutional Law
- A survey into key moments of jurisprudence in American law, particularly in relation to key Supreme Court cases.

AAAS 132z Vision and Justice
- A course that gave students visual literacy to understand how art, photography especially, has been a tool to both weaponize but also humanize marginalized voices in America, especially African American individuals.

HIND-URD 104 Classical Urdu Ghazal
- A survey of Urdu Ghazals done chronologically with a focus on repeated themes and the slight variations in structure by Urdu Ghazal poets.

HIST-LIT 98 History & Literature: Junior Tutorial
- This junior tutorial combined academia with performance arts and investigated the effectiveness of art to subvert harmful ideologies. This class ended with a joint creative and academic project in the end of the Fall semester and the Junior Paper in the end of the Spring semester.

MUSIC 30 Music, Theater, and Dance of South Asia
- This class was a survey of South Asian traditions in music, theater, and dance. Students met with a Kutiyattam troupe and partook in a workshop with the troupe as well at the end of the semester.

TDM 90ar Fall Production Studio for *The Owl Answers* by Adrienne Kennedy, the 2017 Fall TDM Production
- The accompanying class with TDM’s Fall 2017 show *The Owl Answers* where I was involved as an Assistant Producer.

AAAS 142 Hiphop and Don't Stop
- A course taught in the Hiphop Archive that gave a background of Hiphop history and discourse surrounding Black performance, femininity, power and politics.

HAA 271k Picturing America: Photography, Race, Citizenship
- A seminar that focused on photography as a tool to rectify and amplify the voices of Black Americans as well as Native Americans, LatinX Americans, and Asian Americans.

AAAS 145x The Hiphop Cipher
- Taught by Prof. Marcyliena Morgan and Visiting Artist Fellow, 9th Wonder, this class gave students an understanding on how samples are the musical foundation of hiphop music and how sampling has changed over the decades.
HIND-URD 123 Bollywood and Beyond
- A survey of Hindi films that helped students understand what the Bollywood film industry is and how nationalism, feminism, and politics are articulated in popular Hindi films.

HIST-LIT 99 History & Literature Senior Tutorial
- The goal of this tutorial was to complete my senior thesis.

AAAS 100y Introduction to Black Poetry
- This course gives a chronological survey of African American and Black poets starting from Phillis Wheatley continuing on to present day.
Topic I: Community and Congregation through South Asian Arts

Primary:


Khan, Salman. “Celebration of mulaqat usa jamat Saturday March 1 2018.” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jUvgottOZg)

Secondary:


Topic II: The Power of Sight: Black Political Liberation in the United States of America through Visual Imaginings

Primary:


Truth, Sojourner. Carte-de-visite, 1864.


Secondary:


**Topic III: Racialized “Others”: South Asian-Black Solidarity**

**Primary:**

Sidi Saiyyad Mosque. Ahmedabad, India. 1573.


**Secondary:**


**Topic IV: Religion and Performance: Protest as a Holy Expression**

**Primary:**

Bharata Muni. *Nāṭyaśāstra*. 200 BCE- 200 CE.

Recitation of Prayer by Bilal Ibn Rabah. 6th-7th century.


Secondary:


**Topic V: What to do about the British?:
South Asians and the Legacies of the Colonizer, 1900s**

Primary:

Letters written to and from Srinivasa Ramanujan. 1887-1920.


Sher-Gil, Amrita. Painting of *Mother India*. 1935.


Secondary:
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